New Colombian Experiences
CASA LEGADO 4* - BOGOTÁ
Casa Legado is located in the Quinta Camacho neighborhood of Bogotá in a renovated
house from the 50s and is inspired by family and tradition. Manages the concept of
"Home Hotel" seeking that its guests have a unique and local experience, with a 100%
personalized service. The house has two floors and offers 7 rooms each with unique
style and personality. The rooms are equipped with cable TV, Wi-Fi internet access,
and security box. They have private bathroom in the room with amenities and bathrobe.
The hotel offers 5 social areas that will make you feel at home, Wi-Fi internet access in
all areas, fireplace, it has an open kitchen where you can enjoy drinks and snacks
throughout the day, washer and dryer, picnic baskets (upon request), parking and
bicycles available at no extra cost. Pets are not allowed.
ENTREMONTE WELLNESS & SPA 4*
Entremonte Wellness Hotel & Spa is a hotel located in the middle of nature where
you can enjoy different health and relaxation programs that have been designed
to provide an overall well-being and a physical, mental and emotional balance.
Its cuisine has the philosophy of organic and healthy gastronomy. It is located 2
hours and a half from Bogotá, amongst the mountains of Apulo. It offers 29 private
cabins, designed with bioclimatic architecture, each with living room, hammock,
private heated pool, ceiling fan, amenities and minibar. It also offers personalized
treatments in the spa, outdoor activities such as ecological walks, yoga and bike
rides. You can enjoy the water circuit, use the hamman (Turkish bath) and
participate in a mandala workshop or birdwatching activities. It has an event
room. Wi-Fi is only available in some public areas. Children under 14 are not
allowed.
LA KUKA 3* - NUQUI
With a design inspired by the jungle and the sea, La Kuka offers a sustainable eco
refuge that is in harmony with the natural paradise that surrounds it and it is in front
of the beach. The hotel energy is powered 100% by solar panels.
The hotel is 45 minutes by boat from Nuqui village in the Colombian Pacific. It offers
5 rooms, all of them with private bathroom and are equipped with mosquito nets,
towels, hammocks, floral vases and an ocean view terrace. The hotel does not hot
water or Wifi. The lodging has common spaces with hammocks and offers a guided
tour through the jungle and a native community.

SALSA TOURS IN BOGOTÁ
This Salsa Night is perfect to meet the best salsa in Bogota. Start your evening learning the basics
of salsa with a professional dancer. Discover the highlights of salsa history while you taste typical
liqueurs from the region. Practice the steps learned with locals in three of the best salsa clubs in
the city and end the night with an impressing live music or dance performance by renown artists
from Bogota. Duration: 5-6 hours from Thursday to Saturday. Note: It is possible to take the
express version (3 hours) of this tour from Monday to Saturday where you will visit a dance
academy and one of the best salsa bars in the city.
We also offer a dance class tour and party in Bogotá, which is perfect for learning to dance
Latin rhythms and live an unforgettable night in the most famous restaurant/bar in Bogotá. Start
the night learning to dance by the hand of a professional dancer, learn about Latin music, try a typical liquor and enjoy an
authentic party at Andrés Carne de Res (Chía) or Andrés DC (Bogotá) with local dancers until the midnight. Duration: 6 hours.
Optional: Dancing couple (surcharge).
BASKETRY WORKSHOP IN FILANDIA (COFFEE REGION)
Take a tour in the traditional town of Filandia for its picturesque colonial
houses, the Plaza de Bolívar and its craft workshops, especially the basket
workshop where you will have an authentic basketry experience. This
experience is led by a professional basket worker who will teach you how
to weave with bejucos, tropical plants with long and thin stems, the baskets
used by coffee pickers. Then you will have a typical gastronomic tasting.
Then you will have a typical gastronomic tasting. Finally, you will visit the
Quindio’s viewpoint where you can appreciate the beautiful coffee
landscape.

MOLECULAR COFFEE TASTING IN BOGOTÁ & CARTAGENA
Take part in an innovative molecular coffee tasting, guided by a
professional barista from the Hacienda San Alberto coffee farm. The
aim of the tasting is to leave behind the traditional ritual of professional
tastings and learn to appreciate coffee in another way. During this
tasting, you can compare the aromas and flavors of 3 different varieties
of coffee, then you will experience these flavors tasting the 'crystals'
(coffee jelly) that highlight the acidity of the coffee. And at the end you
will taste the "pearls" of coffee, which highlight their citrus flavors and
toasted notes.

